A Display Wall Management System to Support Multiple User Interaction
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Abstract

Large high-resolution displays are becoming more affordable and popular for visualization tasks, but managing these displays in an efficient way is still a challenge. Although there are some systems that focus on this issue, they are usually bound to one specific rendering techniques (i.e., pixel streaming, distributed rendering). In addition, display walls are commonly used as a large output device instead of a high-resolution display, and their interaction is limited to a direct mapping between the input devices and mouse and keyboard events. In this paper we presents CloudView, a display wall management system that allows different applications to be executed in a large display. Our solution aims at enabling multiple user interaction and collaboration. Moreover, we propose a parameter-based approach that not only allows the user to interact directly with parameters of applications, but also supports arbitrary synchronization between them. To show the full capabilities of CloudView, we present four high-resolution applications.
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Figure 1: BirdVis and Google Maps synced (Top) and its interaction interface on an iPad (Bottom).
Introduction
Large displays have been commonly used as visualization tools. As the cost of hardware has decreased significantly in the past years, it becomes attractive to build wall-sized displays by tiling and aligning multiple monitors to form a single virtual image. One of the key advantages of display walls is that they have much higher resolution when compared to desktop-scale displays. This can substantially increase the amount of information that a visualization may deliver on screen, thus greatly facilitating the data exploration process. The high resolution also allows comparative visualization to be simultaneously explored even by multiple users. However, the challenge of how to efficiently manage and utilize the high resolution, especially for multiple user collaboration, is still far from being complete.

This paper presents CloudView, a display wall management system that supports collaborative interactions in a multiple users environment. In particular, CloudView includes a middleware system that allows users to share data across any stage of the visualization pipeline. In addition, this middleware is capable of handling multiple data requests, and it is not restricted to a specific data type. Moreover, CloudView windows manager enable the user to select and synchronize parameters between different instances and/or applications. To show the full capability of our proposed solution, we present four different high-resolution applications being handled by the system and controlled using an iPad.

Related Work
Middleware Systems
There has already been a lot of work regarding display wall middleware systems [6, 12, 9, 14]. Chromium [6], ClusterGL [12] and Equalizer [4] provide a powerful solution for developing multi-machine OpenGL applications that can be displayed on the display wall without making changes to the applications. However, this is restricted to only OpenGL commands, and thus, only OpenGL portion of the application can be transferred to the display wall. The SAGE system [9], on the other hand, relies heavily on pushing pixels through a high-speed, ultra low-latency network. This maximizes flexibility but at a cost of expensive network equipments, e.g. fiber switches.

CloudView, our proposed middleware, aims to fill the gap of the above systems by providing a client-server protocol that is really simple, yet highly efficient, for applications to share data across display nodes. This infrastructure leverage the previous approaches to enable both pixel distribution and direct rendering applications.

Display Wall Management Systems
Since Chromium, ClusterGL and Equalizer do not support multiple applications simultaneously [8], they do not have a window management system. The SAGE system includes a desktop-like user interface that allows users to graphically manage and manipulate windows in the large display environment [7]. Multiple user interaction is supported through the use of multiple input devices. However, each user can only interact independently without any coordination or synchronization. The main goal of our management system is to enable the interaction across applications on the display wall instead of just treating it as a desktop environment.

Middleware Design
One of the main goals of CloudView is to allow users to synchronize data between clients, i.e., application instances running in the display wall. The idea is that,
when a user uploads data to a server, all clients that are registered to watch this data will also receive the update. On top of that, the system should also support server-side queries to allow clients to query only a subset of the actual data to be sent as an update. This will be useful for performing sort-first rendering as well as data compression.

**Management System Design**

*User Interaction*
Currently, our implementation supports different devices, such as a keyboard and mouse, Nintendo Wiimote, Microsoft Kinect and Apple iPad. After using each of them, and considering our centralized solution, we have chosen the iPad. This tablet has the important feature of being an input and output device. Furthermore, since it is small and lightweight, it does not limit the mobility of the user. The iPad also presents distinct ways to receive input events (e.g., it has a gyroscope, accelerometer and a multi-touch screen), and well-known gesture recognition, such as panning, rotation and swiping. We developed our approach on the iPad taking in consideration all these positive aspects mentioned before.

*Window Manager*
To manipulate multiple applications and their user interface, we implemented a window manager for CloudView. Our solution presents all basic functionalities of any usual window manager, such as: starting, moving, snapping, resizing and closing applications.

*User Interface*
We propose a parameter-based approach, bringing to the user the parameters of the application through the iPad. Consequently, the user does not need to navigate in a large display to change these parameters, which solves the low resolution interaction problem. Additionally, by moving the interaction widgets to the iPad, we increase the visualization area on the display wall.

**Parameter-based Interaction.** During its initialization, the application sends a list of available parameters to CloudView. After receiving the description, the window manager parses it and automatically creates the respective widget and link to its parameter. Some applications may need a better interaction using specific widgets (see Figure 2(b) for an example). Thus, it is possible to develop and easily add new specialized widgets to our window manager. To facilitate the implementation, the user may choose to adapt existing ones.

**Synchronization of Applications.** Another benefit of our approach is the ability to enable synchronization of applications. By synchronization, we mean that application instances will run with the same parameters, having their corresponding internal state updated simultaneously. Since the window manager is responsible to synchronize parameters between instances, applications themselves do not need to internally support that. Instances of different applications can also be synchronized. Figure 1(b) shows an example of this feature. In this example, the user wants to synchronize BirdVis and Google Maps.

**Pixel-based Interaction.** The window manager also presents a pixel-based interaction window for applications running over CloudView that choose not to use our parameter-based approach. Since applications usually support interactions through mouse and keyboard, we implemented our pixel-based interaction window to simulate these devices.
Applications

In this section, we describe how we ported 4 different applications to the display wall using our architecture.

BirdVis - Collaborative Vis

BirdVis [5] is an application to analyze the spatio-temporal distribution of bird populations. It supports coordinated multiple views to allow comparative visualizations, a characteristic that directly benefits from higher resolution displays. One of its main components is the use of tag cloud lenses to interactively explore spatial data in maps. We modified BirdVis’s sources to handle notifications about tile viewports, so each tile is rendered correctly. During startup BirdVis notifies CloudView about its various parameters, such as latitude/longitude, zoom factor and time instant; an auxiliary thread runs in parallel to receive parameter updates and feed them into the existing visualization pipeline. Figure 3 show a collaborative session of BirdVis.
instantiate a browser with an additional input specifying what portion of the map it is displaying. In addition, each of them is responsible to fetch the map using Google Maps Javascript API (Figure 4). All interaction are synchronized using CloudView. Please check out our supplementary video to see the application in action.

**Figure 4:** A hybrid satellite view of Manhattan, New York from Google Maps using 96MP display area.

**OpenGL application**

Celestia [11] is an open source astronomical visualization application, written in C++ with OpenGL, that uses a variety of GUI front-ends to handle basic user input and basic window management. We modified the source code to support a distributed rendering approach, with each node of the display wall running its own instance of Celestia, synchronizing their internal states through CloudView. Figure 5 shows a snapshot of Celestia running on our display wall.

**Qt Web Browser**

In this experiment, we are showing how one could take a general Qt application and make it run on a display wall at full resolution. Similar to the Google Maps application, Qt graphical user interface is not based on OpenGL, thus, it would not be supported by OpenGL-based middleware systems such as Equalizer and Chromium. Fortunately, since version 4.4, Qt has provided the `QGraphicsProxyWidget` class for embedding any widget (a subclass of `QWidget`) in a `QGraphicsScene`, that can be drawn on to any `QGraphicsView` surface. Since `QGraphicsView` allows showing only a portion of its canvas, a Qt application could be ported to the display wall by adjusting the rendering viewport.

**Figure 5:** Celestia, an OpenGL real-time 3D space simulation featuring a database of over 100000 stars, is running at full size on our display wall.

**Discussion**

It should be pointed out that the main goal of the middleware system in CloudView is the flexibility in design to support different types of rendering techniques. This is achieved by a simple client-server protocol that allows synchronization not only among clients but also among multiple input devices. CloudView is different than the others middleware systems because it can be used to manipulate the data flow of a pipeline at all stage, including user interactions data, and let the user choose where the division line should be. Nevertheless, this flexibility does come at a cost. It requires users to select where to perform the distribution of their data depending
on the application. However, we strongly believe that providing users with more options would be more beneficial in a collaborative environment that needs support for many types of visualization.

**Conclusion and Future Work**

In this work we presented CloudView, a display wall management system for user interaction and collaboration. It allows users to share data across any stage of visualization pipeline and supports multiple types of data. In addition to the traditional pixel-based approach, we also proposed and used a parameter-based one where users directly interact with the parameters of the application instead of having to map input to events. Furthermore, it enables synchronization of parameters between different instance of applications. We show that the synchronization is not limited to the same application by synchronizing BirdVis and GoogleMaps. Finally, we use a centralize interface that do not overload the user with different inputs for different tasks.

In the future, we would like to improve the usability of our display. While we move some of the widgets from the display wall to the iPad, there are still others left unhandled on the large display. We also would like to study different ways to adapt and reorganize the information on the screen.
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